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Plenary 
High walls and barriers, often deliberately 
made, between global commitments and 
local realities, a hierarchy of evidence 
prioritizes western academic evidence over 
local knowledge, powerful actors and 
sectors squeeze and crush the space for 
citizenship.  



-High walls and barriers between global 
commitments+ local reality, 
-hierarchy of evidence prioritizes northern 
academic evidence over southern local 
knowledge 
-powerful actors and sectors squeeze the 
space for citizenship…..  



 We need a creative combination: 
strategic thinking, political skill, local 
knowledge, theatre, arts, ability to 
identify and engage allies, use academic 
evidence, validate local knowledge, use 
legal systems. Such a diverse toolbox 
to  take out into that wild space where 
we work. 
 

 



•COPASAH is uniquely placed.  

•We leap from local to global and back,  

• take the practitioner academic divide in our stride,  

•can  think systemically/conceptually, and work 
practically on real issues.  

•That's us. We are the connectors, conveners, 
facilitators, system changers. (wild applause). it is  
moral duty and ethical responsibility to do what  few 
others can. (more applause, even wilder)  



“Its not accidental that  
some are left behind” 
- Walter Flores 



“There are 
accountability structures 
in New York and Geneva- 
and that’s where they 
stay” Aminu 



“its about navigating power, 
workig politically and 
redesigning systems” 
Brendan Halloran 



We have quality policies put at 
national level which don’t trickle 
down. The common good does 
not get to look. The community 
gets left out and don’t 
understand what has happened.- 
Richard, Uganda 



What language and tool we use 
does not matter… the point that 
duty bearers are held 
accountable for the services – 
Renu Khanna 



“Lets make decision makers 
and service providers allies in 
accountablity” Marta Schaaf 



“Our concept of knowledge is a 
colonized one”  
Sara van Belle quotes a Rwandan 
activist. 



“A hierarchy of evidence 
distorts knowledge- the Dalit 
struggle did not come out of a 
peer reviewed study” Sara van 
Belle 



“researchers as convenors, 
connectors facilitators and 
enablers” Sara van Belle 



“The Lancet’s experts have 
all studied in US or UK. Who 
are our knowledge experts. ” 
Sara van Belle 



“Francophone Africa is 
squashed under global 
priorities” Sara van Belle 



“So many commitments are 
left at Geneva airport. How 
do we bring them back to our 
countries” Aminu Garba 



“Lets not be deluded that 
presence alone [in international 
meetings] triggers change” Asha 
George 



“Let’s instead keep two feet 
grounded in local priorities” 
Asha George 



“To advance local 
priorities we need to set 
aside our logos” Brendan 
Halloran 



“How to confront that 
door that is closed?” 
Walter Flores 



“Don’t wait to be invited. 
Lets knock on that door 

”We are here!”  
Aminu Garba 



“Our charter must not 
stay in delhi on the 
COPASAH shelf” Aminu 
Garba 



“The biomedical 
paradigm crowds out 
social and local voices” 
Sara van Belle 



“How do small [NGOs] 
confront powerful actots to 
expand accountability and 
citizenship” Asha George 



“Lets make evidence that 
is evidence for action” 
Aminu Garba 



“Evidence does not speak 
alone. Who presents it 
and how is critical” Asha 
George 



“Research is not only for 
publication and 
promotion. It is for 
action” Aminu Garba 



“25 years after ICPD 
and Beijing have we 
progressed to the next 
level” Rupa Malik 



Accountability framework does 
not replace the rights 
framework. Starting point 
should be Rights” Vasana Prasad 



We need to unlearn 
everything and re-learn 
everything from the 
community” Vasana Prasad 



“I am struggling to 
understand why institutions 
like mine (WHO) do not value 
culturally appropriate 
services” Rajat Khosla 



“I never thought teh government 
could be a perpetrator until the 
failed government sterilization 
camp. I was shocked to realise 
that government can violate law 
without mercy” Devika Viswas  



“it was so painful to know that 
the local community wasn’t 
aware that they have the right 
to question the local health 
facilities.” Kabanda David  



Law should empower patients to 
hold gatekeepers on their 
health rights accountable.“ 
Moses Talibita 



“its not about indicators- 
it is about whether 
those in power will go on 
abusing it” Walter Flores 



“Whenever you confront 
power ther will be a 
backlash” Walter Flores 



www.copasah.net 
http://copasahglobalsymposium2019.net 

https://www.facebook.com/Community-of-Practitioners-on-Accountability-and-Social-Action-in-Health-226700847451158/?eid=ARCw6YE3y9QbtEIHHq9T6lytWG3Tg-qGeUxMODxrD_JnLaO3MJ10iG6KgwuyMQFrZtB46Er4KKL4hvx8
https://www.flickr.com/photos/186220286@N08/albums
https://www.linkedin.com/in/copasah-676605183/
http://www.copasah.net/
https://twitter.com/COPASAH
http://www.copasah.net/
http://copasahglobalsymposium2019.net/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC3ywq4uhpbkaS6SKaAPJXPA

